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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a variable dis-
placement pump.

Background Art

[0002] Hitherto, there is known a variable displace-
ment pump which changes a discharge amount of the
pump by changing an inclination angle of a swash plate.
For example, Patent Literature 1 discloses a variable dis-
placement pump which sucks and discharges a working
fluid by moving a piston inside a cylinder block rotating
together with a rotation shaft in a reciprocating manner
with a stroke in accordance with an inclination angle of
a swash plate. The variable displacement pump dis-
closed in JP 2015-117658 A includes a control piston
which includes a piston portion pressing the swash plate
and controls the inclination angle of the swash plate and
a housing which includes a piston accommodation por-
tion accommodating the piston portion. The piston por-
tion presses the swash plate through, for example, a cy-
lindrical roll or the like.
[0003] JP 2003 113772 discloses a variable displace-
ment type hydraulic rotary machine being structured so
that the angle on the side with a tilt support member
formed between the axis 02-02 of the tilt control piton
and the piston abutting surface of the swash plate is
greater than 90 deg. at all times. Thereby the crosswise
component force acting on the tilt control piston when
the swash plate is pressed maximizes when the swash
plate is in the maximum tilting position, and minimizes
when the plate is in the minimum tilting position. This
allows suppressing the crosswise component force act-
ing on the piston in the condition that the plate is held in
the minimum tilting position (in high speed rotation) and
can suppresses the wear of the peripheral surface of the
piston owing to its being pressed to the inside surface of
the cylinder.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] In the variable displacement pump disclosed in
Patent Literature 1, a displacement of a contact point
between the piston portion and the roll or the like occurs
in response to the inclination angle of the swash plate.
Due to this displacement or the like, a force in which the
axial direction of the piston portion is tilted from a direction
along the axis center of the piston accommodation por-
tion is applied to the piston portion. When the piston por-
tion slides inside the piston accommodation portion while
such a force is exhibited, the piston portion is easily
caught by the piston accommodation portion. According-
ly, the wear of the piston accommodation portion and the

wear of the housing easily occur.
[0005] An object of the invention is to provide a variable
displacement pump capable of suppressing a wear of a
housing.

Solution to Problem

[0006] According to an aspect of the invention, there
is provided a variable displacement pump which includes
a rotation shaft rotatably supported by a housing, a cyl-
inder block including a plurality of cylinder bores formed
in the rotation shaft in a circumferential direction and ro-
tating together with the rotation shaft, a piston provided
inside each of the plurality of cylinder bores to be slidable,
and a swash plate supported to be tiltable with respect
to the rotation shaft while a front end portion of the piston
is slidable thereon and which sucks and discharges a
working fluid by moving the piston in a reciprocating man-
ner with a stroke in response to an inclination angle of
the swash plate, the variable displacement pump includ-
ing: a control piston which includes a columnar piston
portion pressing the swash plate and adjusts the inclina-
tion angle of the swash plate between a maximal incli-
nation angle in which a discharge capacity of the working
fluid becomes maximal and a minimal inclination angle
in which the discharge capacity of the working fluid be-
comes minimal; a piston accommodation portion which
is formed in the housing and accommodates the piston
portion; and a pressed portion which is disposed between
the swash plate and the piston portion and is pressed
toward the swash plate by the piston portion, in which
when the inclination angle of the swash plate is an inter-
mediate inclination angle in which the discharge capacity
of the working fluid becomes an intermediate amount be-
tween the maximal amount and the minimal amount, a
contact point between the piston portion and the pressed
portion is located at a center portion including an axis
center of the piston portion in an end surface on the side
of the swash plate in the piston portion.
[0007] In the variable displacement pump according to
an aspect of the invention, when the inclination angle of
the swash plate is the intermediate inclination angle, the
contact point between the pressed portion and the piston
portion of the control piston (hereinafter, simply referred
to as a "contact point") is located at the center portion
including the axis center of the piston portion in an end
surface on the side of the swash plate in the piston por-
tion. That is, the contact point is located on the axis center
of the piston portion or in the vicinity of the axis center.
With such a positional relation, it is possible to suppress
a problem in which the displacement of the contact point
from the axis center of the piston portion excessively in-
creases when the inclination angle of the swash plate is
any one of the maximal inclination angle and the minimal
inclination angle. Accordingly, the displacement of the
contact point toward the outer peripheral side of the pis-
ton portion from the axis center of the piston portion does
not easily increase excessively when the inclination an-
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gle of the swash plate is any one of the maximal inclina-
tion angle and the minimal inclination angle. Here, a large
force in which the axial direction of the piston portion is
tilted from a direction along the axis center of the piston
accommodation portion (hereinafter, referred to as a "tilt-
ing force") is applied to the piston portion as the position
of the contact point is displaced toward the outer periph-
eral side of the piston portion from the axis center of the
piston portion. In an aspect of the invention, since the
displacement of the contact point from the axis center of
the piston portion toward the outer peripheral side of the
piston portion does not easily increase excessively, the
tilting force applied to the piston portion can be sup-
pressed. Thus, it is possible to suppress the wear of the
piston accommodation portion generated when the pis-
ton portion slides inside the piston accommodation por-
tion while the tilting force is applied to the piston portion
and to suppress the wear of the housing.
[0008] In the variable displacement pump according to
another aspect, the contact point may be located on the
axis center of the piston portion when the inclination angle
of the swash plate is the intermediate inclination angle.
In this case, since the displacement of the contact point
from the axis center of the piston portion toward the outer
peripheral side of the piston portion is substantially the
same when the inclination angle of the swash plate is the
maximal inclination angle and when the inclination angle
of the swash plate is the minimal inclination angle, the
tilting force applied to the piston portion is further sup-
pressed. Thus, it is possible to further suppress the wear
of the piston accommodation portion generated when the
piston portion slides inside the piston accommodation
portion while the tilting force is applied to the piston por-
tion and to further suppress the wear of the housing.
[0009] In the variable displacement pump according to
another aspect, when the inclination angle of the swash
plate is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact
point may be located on the vertical reference line or-
thogonal to the axis center of the rotation shaft and pass-
ing through the rotation center of the swash plate. In this
case, it is possible to suppress a problem in which the
displacement of the contact point from the vertical refer-
ence line excessively increases when the inclination an-
gle of the swash plate is any one of the maximal inclina-
tion angle and the minimal inclination angle. Accordingly,
the inclination of the swash plate based on the vertical
reference line does not easily increase excessively when
the inclination angle is any one of the maximal inclination
angle and the minimal inclination angle. That is, the dis-
placement of the inclination angle of the swash plate
based on the intermediate inclination angle is small.
Thus, since it is possible to decrease the degree of the
displacement of the contact point in response to the dis-
placement of the inclination angle of the swash plate, it
is possible to further suppress the tilting force applied to
the piston portion due to the displacement of the contact
point. As a result, it is possible to further suppress the
wear of the piston accommodation portion and to further

suppress the wear of the housing.
[0010] The variable displacement pump according to
another aspect may further include a recessed portion
which is formed in an end surface on the side of the swash
plate in the piston portion. The working fluid filled around
the piston portion or the swash plate etc. is stored in the
recessed portion formed in an end surface on the side
of the swash plate in the piston portion. Thus, a part be-
tween the piston portion and the pressed portion is reli-
ably lubricated by the working fluid stored in the recessed
portion and thus a friction force generated by the dis-
placement of the contact point is reduced. Since the fric-
tion force is one of factors causing the tilting force applied
to the piston portion, it is possible to further suppress the
tilting force applied to the piston portion by reducing the
friction force. Accordingly, it is possible to further sup-
press the wear of the piston accommodation portion gen-
erated when the piston portion slides inside the piston
accommodation portion while the tilting force is applied
to the piston portion and to further suppress the wear of
the housing.
[0011] In the variable displacement pump according to
another aspect, the axis center of the piston portion may
be inclined with respect to the axis center of the rotation
shaft. In this case, the contact point can be easily located
at the center portion including the axis center of the piston
portion in an end surface on the side of the swash plate
in the piston portion, for example, even when the size of
the swash plate etc. is not changed. As a result, a de-
crease in size can be realized.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0012] According to the invention, it is possible to sup-
press the wear of the housing.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
a variable displacement pump according to an em-
bodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a center portion of an
end surface of a piston portion where a contact point
is located at an intermediate inclination angle.
FIG. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
a contact point between a piston portion and a roll
at a maximal inclination angle.
FIG. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
a contact point between the piston portion and the
roll at an intermediate inclination angle.
FIG. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
a contact point between the piston portion and the
roll at a minimal inclination angle.
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Description of Embodiments

[0014] Hereinafter, embodiments of the invention will
be described in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. In the description, the same reference numer-
als will be used for the same components or components
having the same function and a redundant description
will be omitted.
[0015] First, a configuration of a variable displacement
pump 1 according to the embodiment will be described.
The variable displacement pump 1 will be described with
reference to FIG. 1.
[0016] The variable displacement pump 1 includes a
pump housing 10 (a housing), a rotation shaft 20 which
is rotatably supported by the pump housing 10 and has
an end portion protruding from the pump housing 10, a
cylinder block 14 which has a plurality of cylinder bores
14a in the circumferential direction of the rotation shaft
20 and rotates along with the rotation shaft 20, a piston
16 which is provided to be slidable in each of the plurality
of cylinder bores 14a, and a swash plate 30 which is
supported to be tiltable with respect to the rotation shaft
20 while a front end portion of the piston 16 is slidable
thereon. In the variable displacement pump 1, the piston
16 performs a reciprocating stoke in response to the in-
clination angle of the swash plate 30 so that a working
fluid is sucked and discharged.
[0017] The pump housing 10 includes a front housing
10a and a main housing 10b and both members are in-
tegrated with each other by screw members (not illus-
trated).
[0018] The rotation shaft 20 of which one end portion
and the other end portion are rotatably supported by bear-
ing portions 60A and 60B is attached to the pump housing
10. The rotation shaft 20 is connected to a power output
device (not illustrated) such as an engine or a motor at
the end portion protruding from the pump housing 10. In
accordance with the driving of the power output device,
the rotation shaft 20 rotates.
[0019] The cylinder block 14 which is rotatably spline-
fitted to the rotation shaft 20 is accommodated in the
pump housing 10. The cylinder block 14 is provided with
the plurality of cylinder bores 14a disposed at a prede-
termined interval in the circumferential direction of the
rotation shaft 20. Each piston 16 is slidably inserted into
each cylinder bore 14a. A shoe is attached to a head
portion which is one end portion (a left end portion of FIG.
1) of each piston 16. These shoes are collectively held
by a retainer plate 36.
[0020] The swash plate 30 is accommodated on the
side of the front housing 10a inside the pump housing
10. The swash plate 30 is rotatably supported through a
swash plate bearing 30a and is tiltable in the axial direc-
tion of the rotation shaft 20. When an urging force of a
spring member 34 provided between the cylinder block
14 and the rotation shaft 20 is transmitted to the retainer
plate 36 through a pivot 35, the retainer plate 36 is
pressed against the swash plate 30. Further, each piston

16 slidably contacts the swash plate 30 through the shoe.
Further, the cylinder block 14 is in press-contact with a
valve plate 40 fastened to an inner end wall surface op-
posite to the front housing 10a in the main housing 10b.
[0021] The swash plate 30 is disposed to be rotatable
about the rotation center X so that an inclination angle
defining a stroke of the piston 16 is changeable. The po-
sition of the swash plate 30 is held by a swash plate
bearing 30a disposed on the rear surface side (on the
side opposite to the end surface facing the cylinder block
14). The swash plate 30 is disposed to contact a support
surface 30e of the swash plate bearing 30a. The swash
plate 30 is tiltable along the curvature of the support sur-
face 30e of the swash plate bearing 30a. The swash plate
30 is tilted or rotated based on the rotation center X. That
is, the swash plate 30 is tilted or rotated about the rotation
center X. The rotation center X is also the curvature cent-
er of the support surface 30e. Additionally, in FIG. 1, the
rotation center X is indicated by a point, but the tip of the
rotation center X extends in the depth direction (a direc-
tion perpendicular to the drawing sheet).
[0022] A front surface side (an end surface side facing
the cylinder block 14) of the swash plate 30 is formed as
a flat surface 30f. One end portion of each piston 16 pro-
truding from the cylinder block 14 slides on the flat surface
30f through a shoe. The inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is defined as, for example, the angle of the swash
plate 30 based on the line orthogonal to an axis center
20a of the rotation shaft 20. In the embodiment, the in-
clination angle of the swash plate 30 is defined as an
angle of the flat surface 30f orthogonal to the axis center
20a of the rotation shaft 20.
[0023] An edge portion 30b of the swash plate 30 is
provided with a concave portion 30c on the side of the
flat surface 30f of the swash plate 30. The concave por-
tion 30c accommodates a cylindrical roll 32 (a pressed
portion). The edge portion 30b of the swash plate 30 is
provided with a concave portion 30d on the front end
surface side opposite to the flat surface 30f. The concave
portion 30d accommodates a cylindrical roll 22.
[0024] An urging mechanism 41 which urges the roll
22 provided in the concave portion 30d of the swash plate
30 toward the cylinder block 14 is provided inside the
front housing 10a. The urging mechanism 41 includes a
spring receiving concave portion 42, a spring accommo-
dating hollow piston 27, and a spring 28.
[0025] The spring receiving concave portion 42 is
opened to the swash plate 30 in the front housing 10a.
The spring accommodating hollow piston 27 is inserted
into the spring receiving concave portion 42. The spring
accommodating hollow piston 27 is provided to contact
the swash plate 30 and to be slidable along the side sur-
face of the spring receiving concave portion 42. In the
spring accommodating hollow piston 27, the opposite
side to the end surface facing the swash plate 30 is
opened. The spring 28 is accommodated in the spring
accommodating hollow piston 27. One end of the spring
28 contacts the surface of the spring receiving concave
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portion 42. The other end of the spring 28 contacts the
inner wall surface of the spring accommodating hollow
piston 27.
[0026] When the cylinder block 14 rotates together with
the rotation shaft 20, each piston 16 moves in a recipro-
cating manner by a stroke specified by the inclination
angle of the swash plate 30 and the cylinder bore 14a
alternately communicates with an intake port (not illus-
trated) and a discharge port (not illustrated) formed in
the valve plate 40 by penetrating to have a circular-arc
shape. Accordingly, the working oil is sucked from the
intake port into the cylinder bore 14a and the working oil
inside the cylinder bore 14a is discharged from the dis-
charge port by a pumping action. In addition, an intake
passage (not illustrated) and a discharge passage (not
illustrated) are formed at the wall portion on the other end
side of the main housing 10b and respectively commu-
nicate with the intake port and the discharge port.
[0027] The variable displacement pump 1 further in-
cludes a control piston 50. The control piston 50 includes
a piston portion 58 which presses the swash plate 30 and
controls the inclination angle of the swash plate 30. The
control piston 50 is accommodated in the piston accom-
modation portion 52 formed at the side portion of the
main housing 10b of the pump housing 10.
[0028] The piston accommodation portion 52 extends
in a direction inclined with respect to the rotation shaft
20 and has a substantially cylindrical shape extending
toward the edge portion of the swash plate 30. That is,
the axis center of the piston accommodation portion 52
is inclined with respect to the axis center 20a of the ro-
tation shaft 20.
[0029] An end distant from the swash plate 30 in the
piston accommodation portion 52 is blocked by a wall
portion 52a. Accordingly, a piston accommodation room
56 is defined inside the piston accommodation portion
52. Additionally, an end distant from the swash plate 30
in the piston accommodation portion 52 may be blocked
by, for example, a screw or the like. The piston accom-
modation room 56 accommodates the piston portion 58.
In addition, a space between the piston portion 58 and
the wall portion 52a in the piston accommodation room
56 serves as a control room 56a into which the working
oil flows.
[0030] The piston portion 58 has a columnar shape in
appearance. The diameter of the piston portion 58 is de-
signed so that no gap is formed with respect to the inner
wall surface of the piston accommodation room 56 and
the piston portion 58 can slide in the piston accommo-
dation room 56. The diameter of the piston portion 58
affects a decrease in volume and a returning speed and
is appropriately adjusted according to the application.
The axis center A of the piston portion 58 is inclined with
respect to the axis center 20a of the rotation shaft 20.
That is, the axis center A of the piston portion 58 follows
the axial direction of the piston accommodation portion
52.
[0031] According to the control piston 50, it is possible

to move the piston portion 58 toward the swash plate 30
in a reciprocating manner by controlling the working oil
in the control room 56a. Then, when the piston portion
58 presses the roll 32 provided in the edge portion 30b
of the swash plate 30, the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is changed and thus the discharge capacity of
the variable displacement pump 1 is changed. That is,
the control piston 50 controls the inclination angle of the
swash plate 30. The control piston 50 presses the roll 32
to adjust the inclination angle of the swash plate 30 be-
tween the maximal inclination angle in which the dis-
charge capacity of the working fluid becomes maximal
and the minimal inclination angle in which the discharge
capacity of the working fluid becomes minimal.
[0032] When the swash plate 30 changes from the min-
imal inclination angle to the maximal inclination angle,
the spring accommodating hollow piston 27 slides on the
spring receiving concave portion 42 toward the swash
plate 30 by the urging force of the spring 28. Then, the
spring accommodating hollow piston 27 presses the
swash plate 30 through the roll 22 and the swash plate
30 presses an end surface 58a of the piston portion 58
through the roll 32. Accordingly, the swash plate 30 is
located at the maximal inclination angle so that the dis-
charge amount of the variable displacement pump 1 be-
comes maximal (see FIG. 3).
[0033] Meanwhile, when the swash plate 30 changes
from the maximal inclination angle to the minimal incli-
nation angle, the working oil of which the flow amount is
controlled by a control valve (not illustrated) flows into
the control room 56a. In addition, the inflow amount of
the working oil is controlled by a control valve (not illus-
trated). Then, the end surface 58a of the piston portion
58 presses the swash plate 30 through the roll 32 and
the swash plate 30 presses the spring accommodating
hollow piston 27 through the roll 22. For this reason, the
spring accommodating hollow piston 27 slides on the
spring receiving concave portion 42 toward the opposite
side to the swash plate 30 against the urging force of the
spring 28. Accordingly, the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 decreases so that the discharge amount of the
variable displacement pump 1 decreases. Then, when
the front end (the opening end) of the spring accommo-
dating hollow piston 27 approaches or contacts the sur-
face of the spring receiving concave portion 42, the
swash plate 30 has the minimal inclination angle and thus
the discharge amount of the variable displacement pump
1 becomes minimal.
[0034] In the variable displacement pump 1 of the em-
bodiment, when the inclination angle of the swash plate
30 is located at the intermediate inclination angle, a con-
tact point P between the piston portion 58 and the roll 32
(hereinafter, simply referred to as a "contact point P") is
located at a center portion 58a1 (see FIG. 2) of the end
surface 58a of the piston portion 58. The intermediate
inclination angle indicates the inclination angle of the
swash plate 30 when the discharge amount of the vari-
able displacement pump 1 becomes an amount between
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the maximal amount and the minimal amount, that is, an
accurately intermediate amount between the maximal
amount and the minimal amount. The contact point P
indicates a point where the piston portion 58 and the roll
32 contact each other when viewed from the extension
direction of the rotation center X (a direction perpendic-
ular to the drawing sheet). In other words, the contact
point P indicates a point where the piston portion 58 and
the roll 32 contact each other on an imaginary cross-
section orthogonal to the rotation center X.
[0035] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the center portion
58a1 of the end surface 58a of the piston portion 58 where
the contact point P is located at the intermediate inclina-
tion angle. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the end surface 58a
of the piston portion 58 includes the center portion 58a1
which includes the axis center A and an outer peripheral
portion 58a2 which surrounds the center portion 58a1.
The center portion 58a1 is an area when a predetermined
area including the axis center A (an area indicated by
hatching in the drawing) is viewed from the end surface
58a of the piston portion 58. That is, the center portion
58a1 is a predetermined area which surrounds the axis
center A about the axis center A. The center portion 58a1
has an area smaller than the outer peripheral portion
58a2. A diameter L1 in a direction orthogonal to the axis
center A of the center portion 58a1 is about 0.1 times an
entire length L2 in the extension direction of the axis cent-
er A of the piston portion 58. For example, when the entire
length L2 of the piston portion 58 is 40 mm, the diameter
L1 of the center portion 58a1 is about 4 mm.
[0036] The contact point P at the intermediate inclina-
tion angle is located to be included in the center portion
58a1. That is, the contact point P at the intermediate in-
clination angle is located on the axis center A of the piston
portion 58 or in the vicinity of the axis center A. Accord-
ingly, it is possible to suppress a problem in which the
displacement of the contact point P from the axis center
A of the piston portion 58 excessively increases when
the inclination angle of the swash plate 30 is located at
any one of the maximal inclination angle and the minimal
inclination angle.
[0037] In the variable displacement pump 1 of the em-
bodiment, when the inclination angle of the swash plate
30 is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact point
P is located on the axis center A (see FIG. 4). A case
where the contact point P is located on the axis center A
of the piston portion 58 includes a case where the position
of the contact point P is slightly displaced from the axis
center A as well as a case where the position of the con-
tact point P exactly overlaps the axis center A. For ex-
ample, when the displacement of the position of the con-
tact point P from the axis center A is within about 0.1
times of the entire length L2 of the piston portion 58, it
may be considered that the contact point P is located on
the axis center A.
[0038] Further, in the variable displacement pump 1 of
the embodiment, when the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact

point P is located on the vertical reference line B (see
FIG. 4). That is, when the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact
point P substantially matches the intersection point be-
tween the axis center A of the piston portion 58 and the
vertical reference line B. The vertical reference line B
indicates a line which is orthogonal to the axis center 20a
of the rotation shaft 20 (see FIG. 1) and passes through
the rotation center X.
[0039] A case where the contact point P is located on
the vertical reference line B includes a case where the
position of the contact point P is slightly displaced from
the vertical reference line B as well as a case where the
position of the contact point P exactly overlaps the vertical
reference line B. For example, when the displacement
of the position of the contact point P from the vertical
reference line B is within about 1/10 of a difference α
between the maximal inclination angle and the minimal
inclination angle, it may be considered that the contact
point P is located on the vertical reference line B.
[0040] In the variable displacement pump 1 of the em-
bodiment, the swash plate 30, the roll 32, the piston por-
tion 58, and the like are disposed so that the contact point
P has the above-described positional relation when the
inclination angle of the swash plate 30 is the intermediate
inclination angle. For example, the above-described po-
sitional relation can be easily obtained by inclining the
axis center A of the piston portion 58 with respect to the
axis center 20a of the rotation shaft 20.
[0041] A recessed portion 58b is formed at the end
surface 58a on the side of the swash plate 30 in the piston
portion 58. The recessed portion 58b is formed within the
movable range of the roll 32 on the end surface 58a of
the piston portion 58. For example, the recessed portion
58b is formed in the vicinity of the center portion passing
through the axis center A of the piston portion 58 in the
end surface 58a.
[0042] The recessed portion 58b is opened, for exam-
ple, in a substantially circular shape. For example, the
recessed portion 58b has a diameter about 0.1 times the
entire length L2 of the piston portion 58 about the axis
center A of the piston portion 58. For example, the re-
cessed portion 58b is recessed to the opposite side to
the roll 32. The recessed portion 58b stores the working
oil filled around the swash plate 30 etc. or the piston por-
tion 58 inside the pump housing 10. The working oil
stored in the recessed portion 58b is supplied to the roll
32 so that a part between the piston portion 58 and the
roll 32 is reliably lubricated.
[0043] Next, the displacement of the contact point P in
response to the inclination angle of the swash plate 30
will be described with reference to FIGS. 3 to 5. FIG. 3
is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating the con-
tact point P at the maximal inclination angle. FIG. 4 is a
schematic cross-sectional view illustrating the contact
point P at the intermediate inclination angle. FIG. 5 is a
schematic cross-sectional view illustrating the contact
point P at the minimal inclination angle.
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[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the contact point P when
the inclination angle of the swash plate 30 is at the inter-
mediate inclination angle (for example, 10°) is located on
the axis center A and the vertical reference line B as
described above. When the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is displaced between the maximal inclination
angle and the minimal inclination angle in a case where
the swash plate 30, the roll 32, the piston portion 58, and
the like are disposed to satisfy such a positional relation,
the position of the contact point P is displaced as illus-
trated in FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 in response to the displacement
of the inclination angle in order of the maximal inclination
angle, the intermediate inclination angle, and the minimal
inclination angle.
[0045] As illustrated in FIG. 3, when the inclination an-
gle of the swash plate 30 changes from the intermediate
inclination angle to the maximal inclination angle (for ex-
ample, 20°), the swash plate 30 is further inclined toward
the piston portion 58. The swash plate 30 presses the
end surface 58a of the piston portion 58 through the roll
32. The piston portion 58 slides inside the piston accom-
modation portion 52 by the pressing of the swash plate
30 and a substantially entire piston portion 58 is accom-
modated in the piston accommodation portion 52. At this
time, the position of the contact point P is displaced to
the lower side (the opposite side to the piston portion 58)
of the axis center A in a direction perpendicular to the
axis center A. Accordingly, the position of the contact
point P is displaced to the lower side by, for example,
about 0.1 times (more specifically, about 4 mm when the
entire length L2 of the piston portion 58 is 40 mm) the
entire length L2 of the piston portion 58 from the position
on the axis center A in a direction perpendicular to the
axis center A. That is, the position of the contact point P
is displaced by, for example, about 0.1 times (more spe-
cifically, about 4 mm when the entire length L2 of the
piston portion 58 is 40 mm) the entire length L2 of the
piston portion 58 toward the outer peripheral side of the
end surface 58a of the piston portion 58 based on the
position on the axis center A.
[0046] Further, the position of the contact point P is
displaced to the right side (toward the piston portion 58)
of the position on the vertical reference line B in a direction
perpendicular to the vertical reference line B. According-
ly, the position of the contact point P is displaced, for
example, by about 1/2 of a difference α between the max-
imal inclination angle and the minimal inclination angle
from the position on the vertical reference line B in a
direction perpendicular to the vertical reference line B.
[0047] As illustrated in FIG. 5, when the inclination an-
gle of the swash plate 30 changes from the intermediate
inclination angle to the minimal inclination angle (for ex-
ample, 0°), the working oil flows into the control room 56a
so that the piston portion 58 is pressed from the piston
accommodation portion 52 toward the swash plate 30.
That is, the end surface 58a of the piston portion 58 press-
es the swash plate 30 through the roll 32. At this time,
the position of the contact point P is displaced to the lower

side (the opposite side to the piston portion 58) of the
position on the axis center A in a direction perpendicular
to the axis center A. Accordingly, the position of the con-
tact point P is displaced, for example, by about 0.1 times
(more specifically, about 4 mm when the entire length L2
of the piston portion 58 is 40 mm) the entire length L2 of
the piston portion 58 from the position of the axis center
A in a direction perpendicular to the axis center A. That
is, the position of the contact point P is displaced by, for
example, about 0.1 times (more specifically, about 4 mm
when the entire length L2 of the piston portion 58 is 40
mm) the entire length L2 of the piston portion 58 toward
the outer peripheral side of the end surface 58a of the
piston portion 58 based on the position on the axis center
A.
[0048] Further, the position of the contact point P is
displaced to the left side (the opposite side to the piston
portion 58) of the position on the vertical reference line
B in a direction perpendicular to the vertical reference
line B. Accordingly, the position of the contact point P is
displaced by, for example, about 1/2 of a difference α
between the maximal inclination angle and the minimal
inclination angle from the position on the vertical refer-
ence line B in a direction perpendicular to the vertical
reference line B.
[0049] As illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 5, the degree of
the displacement of the contact point P from the axis
center A is substantially the same when the inclination
angle of the swash plate 30 changes from the interme-
diate inclination angle to the maximal inclination angle
and when the inclination angle of the swash plate 30
changes from the intermediate inclination angle to the
minimal inclination angle. That is, it is possible to sup-
press a problem in which the displacement of the contact
point P from the position on the axis center A excessively
increases when the inclination angle is any one of the
maximal inclination angle and the minimal inclination an-
gle. Accordingly, the displacement of the contact point P
from the axis center A toward the outer peripheral side
of the piston portion 58 does not easily increase exces-
sively when the inclination angle of the swash plate 30
is any one of the maximal inclination angle and the min-
imal inclination angle.
[0050] Further, the degree of the displacement of the
contact point P from the vertical reference line B is sub-
stantially the same when the inclination angle of the
swash plate 30 changes from the intermediate inclination
angle to the maximal inclination angle and when the in-
clination angle of the swash plate 30 changes from the
intermediate inclination angle to the minimal inclination
angle. That is, it is possible to suppress a problem in
which the displacement of the contact point from the ver-
tical reference line B excessively increases when the in-
clination angle is any one of the maximal inclination angle
and the minimal inclination angle. Accordingly, the incli-
nation of the swash plate 30 based on the vertical refer-
ence line B does not easily increase excessively when
the inclination angle is any one of the maximal inclination
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angle and the minimal inclination angle. That is, the dis-
placement of the inclination angle of the swash plate 30
based on the intermediate inclination angle decreases.
[0051] When the displacement of the contact point P
occurs, a friction force is generated between the piston
portion 58 and the roll 32. This friction force is one of
factors causing a force in a direction in which the axis
center A of the piston portion 58 is tilted (hereinafter,
referred to as a "tilting force"). The direction in which the
axis center A of the piston portion 58 is tilted indicates,
for example, a direction in which the axis center A of the
piston portion 58 is tilted from a direction along the axis
center of the piston accommodation portion 52. Since a
load applied to a part of the end surface 58a of the piston
portion 58 increases as the displacement of the contact
point P from the position on the axis center A toward the
outer peripheral side of the piston portion 58 increases,
only a part of the end surface 58a is worn. When only a
part of the end surface 58a is worn, the piston portion 58
and the roll 32 easily come into point-contact with each
other instead of a surface contact and thus a pressure
at the contact portion between the piston portion 58 and
the roll 32 increases. As a result, a large tilting force is
applied to the piston portion 58.
[0052] According to the variable displacement pump 1
of the embodiment, when the inclination angle of the
swash plate 30 is the intermediate inclination angle, the
contact point P is located at the center portion 58a1 in
the end surface 58a of the piston portion 58. That is, the
contact point P is located on the axis center A of the
piston portion 58 or in the vicinity of the axis center A.
With such a positional relation, the displacement of the
contact point P from the axis center A of the piston portion
58 toward the outer peripheral side of the piston portion
58 does not easily increase excessively when the incli-
nation angle of the swash plate 30 is any one of the max-
imal inclination angle and the minimal inclination angle.
For this reason, it is possible to suppress the tilting force
applied to the piston portion 58. Thus, it is possible to
suppress the wear of the piston accommodation portion
52 generated when the piston portion 58 slides inside
the piston accommodation portion 52 while the tilting
force is applied to the piston portion and to suppress the
wear of the pump housing 10.
[0053] According to the variable displacement pump
1, since the displacement of the contact point from the
axis center of the piston portion 58 toward the outer pe-
ripheral side of the piston portion is substantially the same
when the inclination angle of the swash plate is the max-
imal inclination angle and when the inclination angle of
the swash plate is the minimal inclination angle, it is pos-
sible to further suppress the tilting force applied to the
piston portion 58. Thus, it is possible to further suppress
the wear of the piston accommodation portion 52 gener-
ated when the piston portion 58 slides inside the piston
accommodation portion 52 while the tilting force is ap-
plied to the piston portion and to further suppress the
wear of the pump housing 10.

[0054] According to the variable displacement pump
1, the inclination of the swash plate 30 based on the ver-
tical reference line B does not easily increase excessively
when the inclination angle of the swash plate 30 is any
one of the maximal inclination angle and the minimal in-
clination angle. That is, the displacement of the inclina-
tion angle of the swash plate 30 based on the interme-
diate inclination angle is small. Thus, since it is possible
to decrease the degree of the displacement of the contact
point P in response to the displacement of the inclination
angle of the swash plate 30, it is possible to further sup-
press the tilting force applied to the piston portion 58 due
to the displacement of the contact point P. As a result, it
is possible to further suppress the wear of the piston ac-
commodation portion 52 and to further suppress the wear
of the pump housing 10.
[0055] The working oil is filled around the swash plate
30 etc. or the piston portion 58 inside the pump housing
10. However, for example, when the end surface 58a of
the piston portion 58 is worn by the roll 32, there is a case
where a part between the end surface 58a of the piston
portion 58 and the roll 32 is not sufficiently lubricated
depending on the working oil filled around the swash plate
or the piston portion. According to the variable displace-
ment pump 1 of the embodiment, the working oil filled
around the piston portion 58 or the swash plate 30 etc.
is stored in the recessed portion 58b formed in the end
surface 58a of the piston portion 58. Thus, since a part
between the piston portion 58 and the roll 32 is reliably
lubricated by the working oil stored in the recessed por-
tion 58b, a friction force generated by the displacement
of the contact point P is reduced. Since the friction force
is one of factors causing the tilting force applied to the
piston portion 58, it is possible to further suppress the
tilting force applied to the piston portion 58 by reducing
the friction force. Accordingly, it is possible to further sup-
press the wear of the piston accommodation portion 52
generated when the piston portion 58 slides inside the
piston accommodation portion 52 while the tilting force
is applied to the piston portion and to further suppress
the wear of the pump housing 10.
[0056] According to the variable displacement pump
1, the axis center A of the piston portion 58 is inclined
with respect to the axis center 20a of the rotation shaft
20. When the contact point P is located at the center
portion 58a1 of the end surface 58a of the piston portion
58 in a case where the axis center A of the piston portion
58 is parallel to the axis center 20a of the rotation shaft
20, for example, it is not easy in that the size of the swash
plate 30 etc. needs to be changed or the piston portion
58 and the rotation center X need to be disposed to be
adjacent to each other. Since the axis center A of the
piston portion 58 is inclined with respect to the axis center
20a of the rotation shaft 20, the contact point P can be
easily located at the center portion 58a1 of the end sur-
face 58a of the piston portion 58 even when the size of
the swash plate 30 etc. is not changed. As a result, a
decrease in size can be realized.
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[0057] Although the embodiment of the invention has
been described above, the invention is not limited to the
above-described embodiment. For example, the inven-
tion may be modified within the scope not changing the
gist described in each claim or may be applied to other
applications.
[0058] In the above-described embodiment, the con-
tact point P is located on the axis center A and the vertical
reference line B when the inclination angle of the swash
plate 30 is the intermediate inclination angle, but the in-
vention is not limited thereto. The contact point P when
the inclination angle of the swash plate 30 is the inter-
mediate inclination angle may be located in at least the
center portion 58a1 of the end surface 58a of the piston
portion 58, but may not be located on the axis center A
or the vertical reference line B.
[0059] The piston accommodation portion 52 and the
piston portion 58 may not extend in a direction inclined
with respect to the rotation shaft 20. That is, the axis
center of the piston accommodation portion 52 and the
axis center A of the piston portion 58 may extend in, for
example, a direction parallel to the axis center 20a of the
rotation shaft 20.
[0060] The recessed portion 58b may not be substan-
tially circular and may be opened, for example, in various
shapes including a substantially rectangular shape or a
substantially triangular shape.

Reference Signs List

[0061] 1: variable displacement pump, 10: pump hous-
ing (housing), 14: cylinder block, 14a: cylinder bore, 16:
piston, 20: rotation shaft, 20a: axis center, 30: swash
plate, 32: roll (pressed portion), 50: control piston, 58:
piston portion, 58a: end surface, 58a1: center portion,
58b: recessed portion, P: contact point, A: axis center,
B: vertical reference line, X: rotation center.

Claims

1. A variable displacement pump (1) which includes a
rotation shaft (20) rotatably supported by a housing
(10), a cylinder block (14) including a plurality of cyl-
inder bores (14a) formed in the rotation shaft (20) in
a circumferential direction and rotating together with
the rotation shaft (20), a piston (16) provided inside
each of the plurality of cylinder bores (14a) to be
slidable, and a swash plate (30) supported to be tilt-
able with respect to the rotation shaft (20) while a
front end portion of the piston (16) is slidable thereon
and which sucks and discharges a working fluid by
moving the piston (16) in a reciprocating manner with
a stroke in response to an inclination angle of the
swash plate (30), the variable displacement pump
(1) comprising:

a control piston (50) which includes a columnar

piston portion (58) pressing the swash plate (30)
and adjusts the inclination angle of the swash
plate (30) between a maximal inclination angle
in which a discharge capacity of the working fluid
becomes maximal and a minimal inclination an-
gle in which the discharge capacity of the work-
ing fluid becomes minimal;
a piston accommodation portion (52) which is
formed in the housing (10) and accommodates
the piston portion (58); and
a pressed portion (32) which is disposed be-
tween the swash plate (30) and the piston por-
tion (58) and is pressed toward the swash plate
(30) by the piston portion (58),
characterized in that when the inclination an-
gle of the swash plate (30) is an intermediate
inclination angle in which the discharge capacity
of the working fluid becomes an intermediate
amount between the maximal amount and the
minimal amount, a contact point (P) between the
piston portion (58) and the pressed portion (32)
is located at a center portion (58a1) including an
axis center (A) of the piston portion (58) in an
end surface on the side of the swash plate (30)
in the piston portion (58).

2. The variable displacement pump (1) according to
claim 1,
wherein when the inclination angle of the swash plate
(30) is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact
point (P) is located on the axis center (A) of the piston
portion (58).

3. The variable displacement pump (1) according to
claim 1 or 2,
wherein when the inclination angle of the swash plate
(30) is the intermediate inclination angle, the contact
point (P) is located on a vertical reference line (B)
orthogonal to an axis center (A) of the rotation shaft
(20) and passing through a rotation center (X) of the
swash plate (30).

4. The variable displacement pump (1) according to
any one of claims 1 to 3, further comprising a re-
cessed portion (58b) which is formed in an end sur-
face on the side of the swash plate (30) in the piston
portion (58).

5. The variable displacement pump (1) according to
any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the axis center (A) of the piston portion (58)
is inclined with respect to the axis center (A) of the
rotation shaft (20).

Patentansprüche

1. Pumpe (1) mit variabler Verdrängung, die eine von
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einem Gehäuse (10) drehbar gelagerte Drehwelle
(20), einen Zylinderblock (14) mit einer Vielzahl von
Zylinderbohrungen (14a), die in der Drehwelle (20)
in einer Umfangsrichtung ausgebildet sind und sich
zusammen mit der Drehwelle (20) drehen, einen Kol-
ben (16), der innerhalb jeder der Vielzahl von Zylin-
derbohrungen (14a) verschiebbar vorgesehen ist,
und eine Taumelscheibe (30) aufweist, die so gela-
gert ist, dass sie in Bezug auf die Drehwelle (20)
neigbar ist, während ein vorderer Endabschnitt des
Kolbens (16) darauf verschiebbar ist, und die ein Ar-
beitsfluid ansaugt und ausstößt, indem der Kolben
(16) in einer hin- und hergehenden Weise mit einem
Hub in Erwiderung auf einen Neigungswinkel der
Taumelscheibe (30) bewegt wird, wobei die Pumpe
(1) mit variabler Verdrängung Folgendes aufweist
einen Steuerkolben (50), der einen säulenförmigen
Kolbenabschnitt (58) aufweist, der auf die Taumel-
scheibe (30) drückt und der den Neigungswinkel der
Taumelscheibe (30) zwischen einem maximalen
Neigungswinkel, bei dem eine Abgabekapazität des
Arbeitsfluids maximal wird, und einem minimalen
Neigungswinkel, bei dem die Abgabekapazität des
Arbeitsfluids minimal wird, einstellt;
einen Kolbenunterbringungsabschnitt (52), der in
dem Gehäuse (10) ausgebildet ist und den Kolben-
abschnitt (58) unterbringt; und
einen gedrückten Abschnitt (32), der zwischen der
Taumelscheibe (30) und dem Kolbenabschnitt (58)
angeordnet ist und durch den Kolbenabschnitt (58)
gegen die Taumelscheibe (30) gedrückt wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
wenn der Neigungswinkel der Taumelscheibe (30)
ein Zwischenneigungswinkel ist, bei dem die Abga-
bekapazität des Arbeitsfluids ein Zwischenbetrag
zwischen dem maximalen Betrag und dem minima-
len Betrag wird, ein Kontaktpunkt (P) zwischen dem
Kolbenabschnitt (58) und dem gedrückten Abschnitt
(32) an einem Mittenabschnitt (58a1) liegt, der eine
Achsenmitte (A) des Kolbenabschnitts (58) in einer
Endfläche auf der Seite der Taumelscheibe (30) in
dem Kolbenabschnitt (58) einschließt.

2. Pumpe (1) mit variabler Verdrängung nach An-
spruch 1,
wobei, wenn der Neigungswinkel der Taumelschei-
be (30) der Zwischenneigungswinkel ist, der Kon-
taktpunkt (P) auf der Achsenmitte (A) des Kolben-
abschnitts (58) liegt.

3. Pumpe (1) mit variabler Verdrängung nach An-
spruch 1 oder 2,
wobei, wenn der Neigungswinkel der Taumelschei-
be (30) der Zwischenneigungswinkel ist, der Kon-
taktpunkt (P) auf einer vertikalen Bezugslinie (B)
liegt, die orthogonal zu einer Achsenmitte (A) der
Drehwelle (20) ist und durch eine Drehmitte (X) der
Taumelscheibe (30) verläuft.

4. Pumpe (1) mit variabler Verdrängung nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, die ferner einen vertieften
Abschnitt (58b) aufweist, der in einer Endfläche auf
der Seite der Taumelscheibe (30) in dem Kolbenab-
schnitt (58) ausgebildet ist.

5. Pumpe (1) mit variabler Verdrängung nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
wobei die Achsenmitte (A) des Kolbenabschnitts
(58) in Bezug auf die Achsenmitte (A) der Drehwelle
(20) geneigt ist.

Revendications

1. Pompe à cylindrée variable (1) qui comprend un ar-
bre de rotation (20) supporté, en rotation, par un boî-
tier (10), un bloc-cylindres (14) comprenant une plu-
ralité d’alésages de cylindre (14a) formés dans l’ar-
bre de rotation (20) dans une direction circonféren-
tielle et tournant conjointement avec l’arbre de rota-
tion (20), un piston (16) prévu à l’intérieur de chacun
de la pluralité d’alésages de cylindre (14a) pour pou-
voir coulisser, et un plateau oscillant (30) supporté
pour pouvoir être incliné par rapport à l’arbre de ro-
tation (20) alors qu’une partie d’extrémité avant du
piston (16) peut coulisser sur ce dernier et qui aspire
et décharge un fluide de travail en déplaçant le piston
(16) d’une manière alternative avec une course en
réponse à un angle d’inclinaison du plateau oscillant
(30), la pompe à cylindrée variable (1) comprenant :

un piston de commande (50) qui comprend une
partie de piston colonnaire (58) comprimant le
plateau oscillant (30) et ajuste l’angle d’inclinai-
son du plateau oscillant (30) entre un angle d’in-
clinaison maximal dans lequel une capacité de
décharge du fluide de travail devient maximale
et un angle d’inclinaison minimal dans lequel la
capacité de décharge du fluide de travail devient
minimale ;
une partie de logement de piston (52) qui est
formée dans le boîtier (10) et loge la partie de
piston (58) ; et
une partie de pression (32) qui est disposée en-
tre le plateau oscillant (30) et la partie de piston
(58) et est comprimée vers le plateau oscillant
(30) par la partie de piston (58),
caractérisée en ce que :

lorsque l’angle d’inclinaison du plateau os-
cillant (30) est un angle d’inclinaison inter-
médiaire dans lequel la capacité de déchar-
ge du fluide de travail devient une quantité
intermédiaire entre la quantité maximale et
la quantité minimale, un point de contact (P)
entre la partie de piston (58) et la partie com-
primée (32) est positionné au niveau d’une
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partie centrale (58a1) comprenant un axe
central (A) de la partie de piston (58) dans
une surface d’extrémité du côté du plateau
oscillant (30) dans la partie de piston (58).

2. Pompe à cylindrée variable (1) selon la revendication
1,
dans laquelle lorsque l’angle d’inclinaison du plateau
oscillant (30) est l’angle d’inclinaison intermédiaire,
le point de contact (P) est positionné sur le centre
axial (A) de la partie de piston (58).

3. Pompe à cylindrée variable (1) selon la revendication
1 ou 2,
dans laquelle lorsque l’angle d’inclinaison du plateau
oscillant (30) est l’angle d’inclinaison intermédiaire,
le point de contact (P) est positionné sur une ligne
de référence verticale (B) orthogonale à un centre
axial (A) de l’arbre de rotation (20) et passant par un
centre de rotation (X) du plateau oscillant (30).

4. Pompe à cylindrée variable (1) selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, comprenant en outre
une partie évidée (58b) qui est formée dans une sur-
face d’extrémité du côté du plateau oscillant (30)
dans la partie de piston (58).

5. Pompe à cylindrée variable (1) selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 4,
dans laquelle le centre axial (A) de la partie de piston
(58) est incliné par rapport au centre axial (A) de
l’arbre de rotation (20).
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